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Speaker for October 16th, 2022
Dr Scott Peterson 

- The Use of Food in Healing -

In 1993 Scott had his first near-death 
experience, followed by three more be-

fore 2006.

During that time he has written 21 books 
detailing these experiences, and taught 
for a little over three years at the Theo-
sophical Society, until it changed to its 
current form. The audio tapes and books 
may still be there!

During these experiences Scott received information about Celestial 
Beings, also known as the Sons of Light. He subsequently wrote 
about them and became an international best-selling author.

Scott gave a very interesting presentation at the July meeting, so we 
have invited him to present again in October.

This time, he will talk about how he became a spiritual healer as a 
continuation of the celestial theme he presented earlier.

He will explain how to become a spiritual healer and how it embrac-
es nutrition, lifestyle and family.

We are very much looking forward to his presentation.
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From the Editor

We live in strange and challenging times where it is essential to have 
the inner resources to cope. We are constantly bombarded with a 

stream of bad news coming in, so as a counter point I have chosen arti-
cles presenting tools to help us not only survive, but thrive energetically, 
emotionally and mentally.

I know that sometimes all I need to 
dissipate the dark clouds, is to look 
at something beautiful and appreci-
ate it. I just stop, look at a flower or 
listen to a bird’s song and feel the 
gratitude of being alive. 

Watch the waves crashing onto the 
shore, watch the sunlight peering 
through an opening in the clouds 
watch a sunset, and feel gratitude. Gratitude is such a powerful thing. 

I remember a quote that touched me very much.

Be still, and know that I am

Remember to live in the present, remember to feel life. Yes, we are alive, 
but when our focus is immersed in Facebook, then where is life? Do you 
feel it? Do you feel grateful?

We are ‘creator beings’, so we can create our present and our future.  Let’s 
all visualise a future filled with peace, where each human being can live a 
fulfilling life. For this we need to control the noise inside our heads, we 
need to sharpen our focus and let peace in.

Let’s make a difference, as peace begins within us. 

Until next time,          François
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The Ups and Downs of 
Investigative Dowsing

By Robert Egby
American Society of Dowsers, Spring 2018

The digital (cyber) age is changing the way our faculty is perceived by 
the public. It's called ‘investigative dowsing’.

You may ask, “Isn't all dowsing a quest - searching or seeking answers, wheth-
er it's for water reservoirs, a lost child, or the number of calories in a burger?” 
Sure, but investigative dowsing uses a villain - geopathic stress zones - 
and how it has silently (and almost unnoticed) invaded, maimed, and 
even killed innocent people.

For years, dowsers have been called in when, “There’s something wrong in 
my home ... a negative spirit, an EMF, a ghost, a ley line. Can you fix it?” It 
turned out to be geopathic stress and we ‘fixed it' by placing breaker-rods 
in the yard or in the skirting boards of floors. Through the talents of 
dowsers, the home was made safe again. But did anyone track the geo-
pathic stress zone? Did anyone venture to ask, “Is it hurting anyone else?" 
The moment you ask these questions, you begin investigative dowsing.

In the first week of January 2018, my companion Betty Lou and I found 
an old tree carrying a terrible load, a burr, a wart the size of a refrigerator. 
Such a condition is known as tumour-type neoplasia. We felt the tree's 
agony, and after posting it on Facebook, people urged us to neutralize the 
toxic zone on which it stood. But the tree's plight raised questions. The 
town lot was freshly levelled but the zone was still there and as strong as 
ever.

We turned to Google Earth. A street shot showed the tree with a 100-year-
old single family house. We Googled the address and discovered it had 
been demolished the week before.
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Researching on Zillow, the internet's nationwide director of realty sales, 
we learned the home had been for sale for over 5,000 days or 14 years. A 
mailman told us, “People changed there every month. You never knew who 
lived there."

What is a geopathic stress zone 
(GSZ)? It is a phenomenon in which 
Earth's natural magnetic energy is 
disrupted or distorted by under-
ground water streams, geological 
fault lines, underground caverns, 
and certain mineral deposits. 

Positive Earth energy goes through 
a 180-degree phase change, becomes negative, and toxic rays continue up 
to the Earth's surface. 

Prolonged exposure through sleeping or sitting reduces the human and 
animal immune systems and leaves affected people open to a wide vari-
ety of afflictions. It can also affect trees, sometimes grotesquely, as was 
the case with the tree we found.

Dowsing showed that the home (and tree) were over a subterranean wa-
ter vein or stream, varying in widths from a few inches to over three feet 
in places, and existing some 900 feet below ground level.  

Over the next few days, using Google Earth we dowsed the route of the 
subterranean stream through the town, and found a depressing streak - 
the ‘Dead Zone’ as we eventually branded it. Businesses and warehouses 
boarded up, offices with cobwebs hanging over ‘For Sale’ signs, an ‘aban-
doned’ house with an official sign pasted on the window. One street in 
the old town had four homes either sitting empty or for sale. The GSZ 
even went through the town's 250-year-old first schoolhouse.

The thousands of people who pass over the GZS every day never notice 
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the plight of buildings impacted by the toxicity (unless they are told 
about it). No one in authority wanted to talk about it. Several realtors, 
the town's zoning manager, the mayor and even people who had once 
owned afflicted properties refused to answer questions, and one property 
owner actually ran away. 

We spoke with an enquiring police officer outside the abandoned house, 
and had him stand on the zone. “Yes, I can feel it. Makes my boots feel 
heavy. That's strange as I have patrolled this area for some years and never felt 
it,” he said. The entire route of the GSZ in this old town measured near-
ly half a mile, and over almost two months we walked and confirmed the 
route we had dowsed on Google Earth.

The artistic manager of a struggling theatrical group, making its home in 
part of the old water turbine factory, listened and talked with us for al-
most an hour. We demonstrated that the zone ran through his stage, the 
scene builders’ department, and part of the auditorium. Whether it is a 
general dowsing ethic or not, we insist that before a GSZ is cleared, we 
need someone's permission to clear. The only person who enthusiasti-
cally gave that to us was Tom, the artistic manager.

On March 1st, just under two months after starting, we effectively cleared 
the zone using the decree technique. Later in the day we visited the old 
tree and found it no longer in agony. Betty Lou hugged it and we both 
said, “We love you, old tree.”

Over the course of the project, one thing became evident - the need for 
a brochure explaining dowsing, the dangers of geopathic stress, and how 
simple neutralization can be achieved for the benefit of homeowners and 
business owners. But discovering the impact and clearing a major GSZ 
in a town or community is only part of the investigative dowser's work. 
All project activities in dowsing, travelling, and discovery need to be re-
corded. As you monitor and record positive changes over weeks, months, 
and/or  years, your records and photos become the science of dowsing 
and people will take notice.
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During our project, Betty Lou and I discovered a new and important 
listening audience - the medical profession and home-care attendants. 
We recommend that once you have documentation and photos of your 
GPZ work, apply to speak to health meetings and conventions. Aim for 
women in these professions (men generally have peculiar limitations and 
hang-ups.)

Was the clearing the end of the story? 
Not quite. On Saturday, March 3, the 
town held its annual St. Patrick's Pa-
rade. The  streets were lined with sev-
eral thousand people. We like to take 
photos and found a sidewalk position 
that afforded an excellent view of the 
advancing floats and bands. 

Strangely, there were hardly any people 
standing with us. A sidewalk tree 
caught my attention. It had all the 
marks of a GSZ - a twisted trunk! We 
turned around and stared at the building. Offices, a restaurant, and apart-
ments above - all empty and for sale.

That evening, using Google Earth, we dowsed another half-mile long 
geopathic stress zone. Not again! However, part of the new zone ran 
through the theatrical group's quarters in the old factory. Since we al-
ready had the necessary permission to clear that area, we did so.

Such is the life of the investigative dowser. It's challenging, enlightening, 
and definitely a learning experience, and may well result in the saving of 
lives. An exaggeration? Not a bit. Find yourself a project and step with 
rods or pendulum ready into the realm of investigative dowsing. There's 
probably a project lurking in your town.

Robert Egby may be contacted at robert.egby@yahoo.com
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First Impressions Are Intuitive
By Owen K Waters

Reprinted from Spiritual Dynamics Newsletter, June 2014

Whenever you step firmly into ‘heart-centered’ consciousness, your 
awareness immediately becomes more connected to your inner 

source of intuition. 

Through intuition, you become 
aware of information about peo-
ple, places and events that springs 
from the essence of those people, 
places and events. 

This information is not delivered 
through the outside senses, al-
though it may unfold within you 
at the same time that you receive sensory information. 

In daily life, first impressions are intuitive as well as visual. The reception 
of such information is automatic, but the conscious mind misses this 
information feed when it is focused entirely upon the external world.

While visual information relates only to the sense of sight, intuitive in-
formation includes much more. It includes all sensory information – 
sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste – and, in addition to that, the 
thoughts, feelings and memories that are relevant to the situation. 

First impressions are more than just visual. They are intuitive as well. 
When you are about to meet a person for the first time and you are ap-
proaching them, you will receive a visual impression and your conscious-
ness will also receive impressions about the nature of their consciousness, 
such as their true emotional state. That intuitive stream of information 
will come into your awareness alongside the visual stream and, if you are 
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aware that it exists, you can add the intuitive information to your con-
scious impression of the person. 

Everyone receives this intuitive information stream unconsciously, but, 
for it to arrive in your conscious mind, you have to: 
1) Be aware that it exists. 
2) Be open to receiving it. 

The more you practice having an openness to intuitive information, the 
more this will develop. 

Most people are not aware of their mental and emotional transmissions. 
In a crowd of people, these transmissions add together and there is as 
much mental noise as there is physical noise. As you become more in 
tune with your inner senses, you will find that, on some occasions, it’s 
better not to access your intuitive information for a time, just to give 
yourself some peace from the volume of mental noise. 

At night, when you travel out-of-body in the spirit realms, communica-
tion is different than when you are awake in your physical body. The 
natural method of communication in your spirit body is to exchange 
information with others via thought. In the spirit world, people natu-
rally know when to open for a communication and when to close down 
their thought transmissions again. There, you sense when a person ‘opens’ 
to you and sends a mental greeting, or when they are ‘closed’ and not of-
fering any communication. 

In daily life, first impressions are intuitive as well as visual. The reception 
of such information is automatic, but the conscious mind misses this 
information feed when it is focused entirely upon the external world. 

Be more aware of your own intuitive information. Be open to it. Then, it 
will flow right into your conscious mind along with the visual informa-
tion that your conscious mind is receiving.
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Prosperity Healing
By Annette Gore

Reprinted from the ORI Journal, 1995

The most important thing I can tell you is that you can have anything 
you want, all you have to do is know how to ask for it. This is true 

for anything you desire with emotion and love, and clear intent. Since so 
many of us struggle  unnecessarily with finances, I'll use that as an exam-
ple.

Let's say you know you need $2,000 a month to pay all your bills and to 
put $100 a month in savings. There are different ways you can meditate 
on that. If you get paid once a week you might visualize $500 on the 
deposit slip every week. Put emotion into that visualization - you know 
you have it, you feel you have it, you expect it, and you get it.

Now, the first week you meditate on what you want, it may or may not 
come through, because you have to change the tide of events that have 
led to you not having it until now. But once you ask for what you want 
in the right way, you set into motion a whole new set of events. You've 
been thinking negative thoughts (“I can't have it” or “I don't deserve it” 
and so on). Now you have to change your thinking. You have to change 
the present to change the future. You are re-programming yourself for 
what you want.

Depending upon how you meditate (for example: how much emotion 
you put into what you want, i.e.: how much you believe that you will 
have $2,000 a month, how much you expect S2,000 a month), will de-
termine how quickly it comes to you. It could come tomorrow, but if you 
are having trouble putting emotion into it, it could take as long as a 
week, a month, a year.

When I started to change my thinking, I was desperate. At that time, I 
was attending a weekly healing meeting which I still regularly attend. At 
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the beginning of every meeting, 
we write prayers which are placed 
in the Bible. The Bible is set in the 
centre of the room along with our 
prayer boxes. 

When we finish the healing medi-
tations for whomever we are asked 
to help, we all send energy to the 
Bible, prayer requests and prayer boxes, asking for answers to the prayers 
for the highest good of all concerned.

One week I wrote a prayer to put in the Bible. I was desperate for a lot of 
answers in my life. I wrote that I wanted a certain amount of money per 
month. I said that the reason I wanted this money was to be able to pay 
my bills and go to the ORI school last September, and attend other events 
I felt would be beneficial to me. In short, I said this is the amount I want 
per month, this is why I want it and I thank you for giving it to me. Most 
importantly, I believed it was coming, it was mine, NOW!

I also achieve successful results when I meditate at home by myself. Re-
member, the way that is best is the way that works for you. Meditation 
worked fast for me. I wrote my prayer request in June, l994, and by Au-
gust, 1994, I had results and it continues today. They have never stopped.

Since then, I've upped the amount I ask for. And I keep upping the 
amount because my guides said anything I want I can have, so why limit 
myself? The universe has no limits. There is enough of everything. We 
just have to ask for it.

When you ask for what you want, KNOW that whatever power you be-
lieve in will supply what you ask. The Bible says “ask and you shall re-
ceive.” You have to believe that! You have to get some emotion behind it! 
You have to know what you want, ask for it and put emotion behind it. 
I can’t convey this strongly enough.
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If it makes the request more powerful or believable for you, then say: 
“This is why I want it, this is why I believe I should have it, you said I could 
have it, okay, I expect it, it’s mine.”

Sometimes negative thoughts will come into your head like, “Everybody 
thinks I'm greedy.” No, you're not. Are you going to do something to 
harm or control another with it? No, you're not. Are you going to take it 
away from someone else? No, you're not. You're just asking to have what 
you've been told you could have.

Children will ask you a hundred times to give them something because 
they know that eventually they'll wear you down and you'll give it to 
them. You don't have to do that here. If you expect it and ask with emo-
tion and know it’s coming, then you can go on and work on asking for 
something else because that one is coming.

I've taken some of my techniques from Har-
old McCoy, Eugene Maurey, the ‘Abraham 
Speaks’ tapes by Jerry and Esther Hicks and 
many more. I take whatever feels right to me 
and that’s what you should do. Take a little 
bit here and there - whatever works for you.

One of Eugene Maurey's good points is that 
if someone says “I'll buy your lunch,” you say 
“thank you.” Never program your mind to 
believe that you don't want or need some-
thing. Maybe the next day you buy them 
lunch because you want to. But you don't refuse or turn it down.

We can't say, “I NEED this”. Remember, your needs and your wants are 
two different things. You shall receive what you want as long as there are 
no bad intentions behind it. If you ask for what you need you might be 
surprised at how little you actually need to exist - you don't want to get 
down to a subsistence level!
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I am in real estate. When l began, I just visualized people signing listings 
with me. I'd see them at the closing table with me - they are getting their 
money and I'm getting my check and I’m walking out the door going 
“Yeah! I did it! Alright! Cool! Got this money!”

And that worked. It still works for me. If I have a listing that's not selling, 
I see us sitting at the closing table. It’s to the point now where people just 
call me. They call me all the time to sell their houses for them. “Hey An-
nette, I want to buy a house!” or “Hey Annette, remember ten years ago I said 
that if I ever sold my house, I’d list it with you?”

The more I meditate, the more comes in. When I start achieving what I 
ask for, I up it. One time I raised the amount too much, too fast. When 
it wasn’t happening, I took a look at what I was asking for and realised, I 
didn’t have the emotion or belief behind this amount, so I brought the 
amount down to where it was more believable for me. The emotion and 
the belief came back. Pretty soon I achieved the amount I was comfort-
able with and then I programmed for the first amount, the larger figure, 
because now it was believable to me.

Eugene Maurey says once you expect something to happen you just leave 
it alone and you don't meditate on that again. Well, sometimes I do that 
and sometimes I meditate on something frequently. The key here is to do 
what works for you. We are all unique. You will find your own way. But 
no one is perfect and not everyone feels like doing a deep meditation 
every day. Sometimes I’ll just repeat that my listings and sales increase 
daily and that’s all I do that time. Other times I may just say the phrase 
as a positive affirmation while I'm driving.

You are a co-creator with the universe. If every morning your intent is 
only to have the things in your life that you want, then eventually that is 
all that's going to be in your life – what you want. If you think violence 
and terror and terrible things are going to happen then more than likely 
that’s what will happen. 
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I think one of the reasons the world gets worse and worse is because of 
the television set. Everybody keeps seeing all these bad things. They see 
more about cancer and so more people get cancer because they're seeing 
these powerful images and thinking about it with emotion. You have to 
take the emotion OUT of the bad things, and put emotion INTO the 
good things.

I'm not saying that all your problems will miraculously go away; this is 
life and we are here for various lessons. But if you're watching a program 
and people are getting killed or whatever, you have to release that and 
not feel that emotion. You have to cancel it and change your own pro-
gramming to something that helps you. Don't create more bad program-
ming in your life by picking up bad feelings or events when you see or 
hear about them. You have to say, “That happened in that person's life. My 
life is different.”

Learn what feels good. If what you want feels good and positive then it 
probably is. If it doesn't, if it causes worry or discomfort or a bad feeling, 
then I don't think I'd meditate on that or ask for that. Learn to listen to 
yourself. You'll know.

We've co-created enough problems in our lives. We need to clear, clear, 
clear. So now what I do is program that I work with nice people, coop-
erative people, willing-to-negotiate people. People who respect me and 
whom I respect. People who make my life much easier. That doesn't 
mean everyone will always be completely nice, but it really reduces the 
stress in my work.

The one thing you cannot do is control other people with any of this - 
not with the money or anything else you ask for. You are looking for fi-
nancial blessings for yourself, and if you take care of yourself all the oth-
ers in your life will benefit from being around you. You're not responsible 
for trying to change other people with this. Never meditate on something 
that would hurt another person. Never try to get financial blessings in 
order to control another person.
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The hardest thing for me to learn is not to try to change people in my 
family. I have to let them be what they are. If they don't believe in this 
kind of thinking, it's not my problem and it's not up to me to change 
them. It's their life. It's their existence and they are co-creating their 
world their way. You can help people you love but you cannot co-create 
their world or make them believe that they are worthy. That's their world 
and their belief system.

An average meditation for me goes like this:

First, I always thank my spirit 
guides and my guardian angels. 
I thank them, I honour them, I 
bless them, I appreciate them, 
and I love them for loving me 
enough to help me.

Then I clear myself. I'll ask my 
guardian angels and spirit guides to bring in anybody necessary to clear 
anything that's on me - any negative or positive entities, any negative 
energies in me, on me, in my room, in my house, in my yard, on my 
animals, anything. Sometimes I'll ask if I have permission to clear other 
people and if I get permission then I ask that people who affect me be 
cleared as well. Always get permission first. When I feel clear (sometimes 
I'll dowse to make sure everything is clear), then I'll go into my medita-
tion.

Sometimes I slip right into a meditative state, and sometimes my mind 
is really busy so I need to count myself down. Once I'm in a meditative 
state I ask to be led in financial blessings. I put out to the Universe that I 
want ‘x’ amount of money so I can do certain things. I want to attend 
ORI events, to help others, to buy a property, to get new tires, to help my 
daughter build her own house and so on. 

I say everything I need to say here to make it more real, more powerful 
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and more emotional. Sometimes I go into detail - for example, I want to 
buy a property that has a waterfall on it. Sometimes I don't go into de-
tail. I do whatever makes it real and puts it in the ‘here and now’ - I see 
that money in my checking account or in my hand, I see myself paying 
those bills and helping these people.

Let's say you are looking for a certain amount of money. Visualize your-
self putting that money wherever you keep it. I'm not going to imagine 
it coming in a check or a gift or anything because it doesn't matter to me 
how I get it and I don't need to be concerned how it comes since I have 
no bad intent. I don't want anybody to die or get killed and leave me 
something. I've already eliminated that, anything I might not even know 
about, that could be bad for someone else or me has been cleared when I 
cleared myself. I have programmed myself not to harm anyone.

Or, if your goal is to buy a house or a car you might see yourself buying 
that car, getting in it, putting the key in the ignition, and driving off. I 
think you can be specific. Some people just say they want a car. Well, 
what if you get a ‘lemon’? I'd say, if you want a new car, you give some 
details – the make, the year, the colour if that's important to you – what-
ever you feel comfortable with. You see yourself excited and driving it. 
It's wonderful and there it is in your driveway and you expect it!

Sometimes when you ask for what you want and you are very specific you 
can get exactly what you asked for. My friend Andy did this with her car, 
she got exactly the car she wanted. Exactly. Other times, though, it may 
be important not to limit yourself too much because the Universe may 
know of an even better car, house or whatever, that is out there, that you 
are not aware of.

Try it one way for a while and then change it if it's not working for you. 
You will get to where you just instinctively know which method to use. 
Starting out you might want to just focus on the general end result. 

Billie Cooper says we shouldn't bottle up this money energy once it starts 
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flowing.  She's right. Don't hoard what you receive. Let it flow through 
you. Know that no matter how many checks you write or how much you 
spend, the source will always be full. You can save some without hoard-
ing it. It will not harm you to do that because the source is limitless. If 
you hoard it or worry about spending it, then you're starting to think 
that the supply is limited. It's not!

Now this doesn't mean it always works for me. Sometimes I'm dealing 
with so much negative emotion from the sellers, especially if the house is 
being sold because of a divorce, that I just can't cut through it.

One time I had a listing with a 
woman who was selling her house 
because of a divorce. That house sat 
on the market for six months. Final-
ly, I realized I had to get her energy 
changed before it would sell. Now, 
not everybody you work with will 
be open to this way of thinking, but 
she was a body builder and had won 
third in the nation in competition, 
so I knew that she knew a lot about positive thinking.

I went over to her house, sat her down and said, "Now this is what I want 
you to do. I want you to see your house sold and you moving to Florida, get-
ting the job you want there, having the money from this house, and being 
happy. I will see to it that your house sells, but you have to believe it and see 
it sold.” So, she did that.

In the next two weeks we had two offers on that house. The couple she 
sold to came in with $30,000 to put down. Now there are not a lot of 
people you can talk to like that, but I knew she would understand. In 
that case, I was able to change the other person's energy. But sometimes 
the energy from other people can be influencing the situation; while you 
can get permission to clear the situation you still may not be able to move 
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Quotation
There is a candle in your heart, ready to be kindled. 

There is a void in your soul, ready to be filled. 
You feel it, don’t you? 

         ~ Rumi

Life is not a process of discovery, 
but a process of creation. 

You are not discovering yourself, 
but creating yourself anew. 

       ~ Neale Donald Walsch

against that energy. That could be part of their life and their lesson.

Once you start believing with emotion and expecting what you want, 
then the wheels will be put in motion. It could take some time or it could 
happen overnight. The biggest thing is to be clear about what you want. 
In the beginning I just said I'm in real estate and I want more listings and 
more sales. Once I got more listings and more sales, I didn't really know 
what to do with the financial blessings I was receiving. I’m still trying to 
find that out. 

So now I'm also programming that I want to know what I want. And it's 
becoming evident to me that I want a place in the mountains where I can 
ski and another place where I can have horses. I know that someday I'll 
find those places, and they will be mine. That’s it. Remember, you don’t 
have to be perfect or meditate perfectly to get what you want.

You just have to be sincere and have faith that it is yours.
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Developing Peace in the Heart
By Anne Rice

Reprinted from the School of the Deep Heart,  Sept 2021

Peace, on the outside, is not 
something you have as a birth-

right. Peace is a quality of feeling 
that is developed through trials. 

It’s often easier to experience in 
quieter moments, but to be at 
peace regardless of circumstances 
takes time and attention to devel-
op, either through outer challenges or inner focus.

The latter is a more merciful approach, but is usually the road less trav-
elled. If you have the longing for the inner path, there are gems to be 
discovered in the intimate process of awakening the high qualities within 
the heart.

There are infinite qualities, but over the centuries Sufis have distilled 
them down to 99 ways to personally experience Great Spirit, God, Allah, 
The Universe. These qualities include Love, Peace, Compassion, Justice 
and Freedom. When we clarify our hearts, practice and experience these 
qualities over time, they develop within the heart of the traveller and 
bring deep gems of gnostic knowledge, joy and the release of suffering.

‘As-Salaam’, in Arabic, is a quality that means Peace and Security. When 
we develop this quality of feeling, it connects us to the source of the Di-
vine, as all qualities do. It taps us into the feeling of being protected by 
the highest power, walking a path deep in Trust. It give us the security of 
knowing in our bones that we are safe from all harm, we are moving 
through life securely on our path, surrounded by the unseen but Abso-
lute presence of protection.
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When we are able to trust that we are held and cared for by the Source of 
life, no matter what happens, we can surrender deeper into our hearts 
and feel the abiding presence of Peace.

With the release of fear and struggle into the heart of Peace, a soft ‘force 
field’ grows and expands in us. As it develops in our hearts our inner vi-
sion can relax and expand to the horizon where we clearly see our life and 
its obstacles as smaller than the Peace that we are immersed in.

Peace has the power to lift us out of narrowness of mind into the soft 
permeating field where the experiences we draw in are held in a broader 
context. Instead of sharp reactions, the relaxed system in Peace responds 
with insight. It reveals the true meaning within the challenge and sets us 
at ease in the knowing.

When Sufis say “As Salaam” with sacredness as a chant or prayer, the vi-
bration of the quality held in the name moves into our hearts to sanctify 
our experiences. It permeates as deeply as we allow it and has the capac-
ity to draw us back into balance when it is the centre of our experience.

‘As Salaam’ feels like a balm soothing the sore spots while releasing our 
systems from worry, blame, shame, fear, and judgement. Below is a link 
to a video transmission of Peace, guiding you into your heart to awaken 
this quality deep inside. Open, release your mind to your heart and feel 
this gem that is alive in you waiting to be revealed.

Out beyond ideas of wrongdoing
and right doing, there is a field.

I’ll meet you there.
When the soul lies down in that grass

the world is too full to talk about. 
~ Rumi

https://schoolofthedeepheart.com/ 
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Rusty, The Miracle Dog
By Jud Frye

Ozark Research Institute, Summer 2022

We have this male golden re-
triever who is 14 years old 

and seems to be a member of the 
family. He's always been the most 
wonderful dog. 

For example, one time I heard 
him crying as he stood beside me, 
and I looked down to see what 
was the matter. I was standing 
with my heel on his toe! 

He didn't even become difficult. It's amazing how attached we become 
to our pets.

In June, he began to look very depressed and not very well. He had much 
difficulty using his bowels, and became so weak he could hardly walk. 
On June 25, 1999, I took him to the veterinary clinic, and they gave him 
a complete check-up, including x-rays that showed about everything. 

The doctor showed me three tumours, or cancers, one about as big as a 
softball, and told me with a very sad countenance that Rusty only had a 
few days at most, and that if his “quality of life" became too low, to bring 
him in and they would put him to sleep, peacefully.

Well, as I say, “It's amazing how attached we become to our pets;" and as I 
got home feeling unwilling to let Rusty go, our daughter, Judy, suggested 
I contact one of my healing friends to do a healing on Rusty. After think-
ing about who might have experience healing animals, I decided to dowse 
it, and so I swung my pendulum to determine which healer would be the 
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best for the dog. 

After much ado with this, it seemed that I wasn't getting a positive direc-
tion, at all. It then occurred to me to ask ‘the powers that be’ if they pre-
ferred that I'd be the channel for them to convey a healing for our dog, 
Rusty. I then got a clear “Yes.” Wow, what a surprise! 

I had just finished reading Bette Marie Epstein's article, ‘Bio of a Healer’in 
our ORI Journal, Volume 5, No 4. (Thank-you, Bette.), so I decided to 
give it my best focused effort.

The following evening, as Rusty lay on the floor, I put one hand on one 
end of him, the other hand on the other end and, with as much forceful 
intent as I could muster, I imagined my hands lit up, and getting hot. 

So, I imagined a white light of energy or electricity flowing from one 
hand to the other through the dog. While doing this, I imagined the 
most pure white healing energy flowing down through me and making a 
circuit through the dog! 

I really ‘got lost’ in doing it all with as much forceful thought as I could 
put together... The hot hands, the flow of white healing energy from the 
realm above coming down and making a circuit through the dog. The 
whole process took maybe 20 minutes, more or less, and at the end of 
that time I felt I had done all I could do.

I gave him an additional treatment in a day or two. A couple of days past, 
and I noticed he was eating and able to eliminate, again. He was also 
smiling, getting stronger, and going on walks with our daughter.

A week or so past, and while I was out of town our daughter, Judy, took 
Rusty back on July 9 to the same veterinary hospital. A different doctor 
was on duty, and he gave Rusty a complete check-up in Judy's presence, 
and could find no tumour or cancer at all! 

While Judy was settling up the bill, the receptionist told her that the doc-
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tor was “looking at the x-rays from the June 25th visit, and murmured some-
thing in disbelief.” In the meantime, as our dog sat there smiling, and 
happy, the nurses who had been there during his first visit  were calling 
Rusty, “The Miracle Dog.”

In summation, I want to say this “healing business" is very new to me. I 
know the power came from beyond me and I was just a witness. But 
what a wonderful experience it was to actually see it happen the way it 
did! I appreciate being able to share this story with you.

Peace and Love
We are the kings and queens of love

We are the prince and princess of peace
I dream about a world with pure love
I dream about being a carrier of peace

like a miracle, dove flew far away
with olive leaves in its beak,

spreading the message of peace and love.
I wondered when will this world

realize the power of love.
I wonder when people stop fighting

I hope there is love and peace somewhere hidden
I know it is hidden deep inside our heart. 

~ Merrin Abraham
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Blue Mountains Dowsers

The next meeting of the Blue Mountains Dowsers is scheduled for 
Sunday 6th November, 2022, 2:00 pm at the Lawson Mid Moun-

tains Neighbourhood Centre, 9 New Street, Lawson. 

Speaker:  Leona Wellington
- The Power of Soul Sketches -

Entrepreneur, writer, artist and teacher trainer, 
Leona became passionate about soul sketches af-
ter her mother passed and manifested herself 
through a healing sketch from the other side. 

The power of this healing soul sketch impacted 
Leona and she began allowing ‘her pencils to do 
their own thing’ when drawing  people. The 
drawings began to morph into messages for or 
about the subject. 

In this presentation she will demonstrate how to look for signs in images 
and how to transmute images to one’s benefit.  

Soul sketches aren’t always realistic but they provide unexpected and sur-
prising information, in all cases meant to aid the subject spiritually. She 
often follows up with a healing sketch by using ‘free will’ which aims to 
transmute the lives of those impacted by the image. 

Soul sketches are beyond logic, and often manifest items with profound 
messages that were not originally there, and that the mind could not 
have perceived through linear thinking. 

Currently Leona lives in the Blue Mountains, NSW Australia. She is pur-
suing  her artistic passions as well as writing and publishing other books 
in her different areas of expertise.                                                                                                                      
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Library News

I am often asked by members for books for beginners, this is a good one 
to start with.  

Book review: 
Dowsing for Beginners by Richard Webster: 
How to find water, wealth and lost objects.

With expert guidance from Richard Webster, 
you’ll discover how to improve your life in many 
practical ways by dowsing. 

Begin by learning how to use the tools of dows-
ing: angle rods, divining rods, pendulums, 
wands, and even your own hands and body. 

Clear, detailed instructions on map dowsing show you how to dowse 
for anything at all, anywhere in the world. 

Remember, our catalogue is available online for browsing at your con-
venience at:

https://cloud.collectorz.com/271940/books

You will need to type this into your browser the first time, then book-
mark it for future use. There are various ways to view the books, from 
image to list form, and you can search by title/ author. 

         ~Helen
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Speaker for November 20th, 2022
Martha Heeren 

- Sacred Geometry -

Sacred geometric patterns exist all around 
us, creating the fundamental structure 

and templates of life in the universe. 

It is the geometric code that connects us 
with the divine and underlies everything. 

We can see sacred geometry in all plants and 
animals, architecture, weather, music, plan-
etary orbits, art, crop circles and much, 
much more. 

All the old places of worship, locations and dimensions, were based 
on sacred geometry to create a connection with the divine for the at-
tendees.

Martha will show us how nature bases its intelligent designs on a co-
herent set of mathematical rules which we can learn to see and deci-
pher. 

Martha Heeren is a retired educator and librarian who loves doing 
research. She has travelled extensively to sacred places and followed 
many earth energy lines. 
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Please arrive at the meeting early so as not to disturb 
 and be seated by 2:00 pm

Bus Services:    Transport Enquiries: 131 500
1. from City Town Hall, Bus # 506 goes from Town Hall House, 
Druitt St, Stand L, to Gladesville Rd, cnr of Pitt St, Hunters Hill;

2. from Circular Quay, Bus # 506 to Gladesville, corner of Ryde Road, 
Hunters Hill;

 3. from City Station, Central to Rozelle, Bus # 501, then # 506 to 
Hunters Hill;

 4. from Chatswood, Bus # 536 goes to Hunters Hill .

Venue for Meetings
Community Hall,  44 Gladesville Road,  Hunters Hill

Date of Meetings
Third Sunday of every month,  except December (2nd Sunday)
Time: 2:00pm to 5:00 pm

Website address:  www.dowsingaustralia.com


